“Political Philosophy Looks to Antarctica” Workshop

On Its 60th Birthday, Is the Antarctic Treaty in Good Health?

University of Oslo

Thursday 10th of October

09.15-09.30 Welcome
09.30-10.20 Lize-Marie van der Watt, “More information is needed: non-state actors and the negotiation of CRAMRA”
10.30-11.20 Julia Jabour, “Is the Antarctic Treaty Customary International Law: How will we know?”
11.20-11.50 COFFEE BREAK
11.50-12.40 Alejandra Mancilla, “White Colonialism in Antarctica and Beyond”
12.40-13.40 LUNCH
13.40-14.30 Ximena Senatore, “Ruins in Antarctica: Critical Thoughts about Policies Concerning Things”
15.30-18:00 Visit to FRAM Museum (optional)
19.00 DINNER

Friday 11th of October

09.15-10.05 Yelena Yermakova, “Toward Global Egalitarianism in Antarctica: The Svalbard and the ISA Models”
11.05-11.20 COFFEE BREAK
11.20-12.10 Cara Nine, “Understanding the Antarctic Commons”
12.20-13.10 Ricardo Roura, “Protected Areas, Heritage and the Health of the Antarctic Treaty System”
13.10-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-14.50 Peder Roberts, “Could Climate Change Melt the Foundations of the ATS?”
14.50-15.00 COFFEE BREAK
15.00-16.00 Wrap-up and goodbye
16.10-17.00 Meeting of the project’s members

The workshop is open to all, but places are limited. If you are interested in attending, please send an e-mail to okdavang@iss.uio.no before Monday October 7th.